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Dragon Takes a Wife
2000-01

unable to fight a knight and thus win a wife harry the dragon seeks help from an unconventional fairy

The dragon takes a wife
1972

a stream and a willow tree rescue a dragon egg from it s dying mother and nurture it throughout the summer an elven girl finds the baby
dragon and takes it home where she names it dragon tree and it grows up and befriends the other children in the village the tale takes a turn
when dragon tree is attacked by some evil dragons and he tells the children how in ancient times dragons ruled the earth and how their
demise came to be in the end dragon tree gifts each of the children with extrodinary powers to overcome the evil dragons

The Dragon Tree
2009-09

things really heat up when you bring your dragon on a school trip to the fire station between the bus ride and rules and the fire engines and
hoses there are lot of things that could go wrong stop drop and roll into this humorous picture book by julie gassman do not take your dragon
to dinner to find out if dragon survives his first school trip

Do Not Take Your Dragon on a School Trip
2020

things really heat up when you bring your dragon on a field trip to the fire station between the bus ride and rules and the fire trucks and
hoses there are lot of things that could go wrong stop drop and roll into this humorous picture book by julie gassman do not bring your
dragon to the library do not take your dragon to dinner and do not bring your dragon to recess to find out if dragon survives his first field trip

Do Not Take Your Dragon on a Field Trip
2019-07



after an accident le xiao ting found herself possessing a small cannon fodder s body inside a novel she had been reading but why did the
storyline going to a different direction than what she had read xiao hua the body she was currently possessing would die if she continued
staying around princess long lian and the third prince long zhu but her attempted escape failed xiao hua was supposed to be the princess
maidservant in the novel but she ended up as the third prince s personal maid instead not only that her expected days of being a
hardworking servant did not happen but ended up being the most leisurely maid that s very much favoured by her new master the change
was centered on the third prince who was supposed to be an unambitious prince and cannon fodder but he did not act according to his script
he went wild by arming himself with power and gathered the heroine s supporting male leads to go against the hero and heroine did she
actually transmigrate into a fanfiction version of the novel instead of the original one

The Dragon's Flower: Novice Green
2020-02-09

being given a new name and becoming lord of the dragons are two things coming to nee a young dragon in his near future but he won t be
ready to take on that new responsibility until he finds his lost elf friend chenos so nee sets off on a mission to find the elf along the way he
encounters a very strange monkey named rimy and a firebird who helps nee escape from the evil sisslebacks creatures sent by his
archenemy harfiro to destroy him before he is crowned dragon lord he also meets menikess an elder dragon who introduces him to the
human world in the human dominion he finds more interesting companions including an old friend but can he avoid harfiro and his hunters
long enough to find chenos or will the human dominion become a battleground for the dragons in this fantasy novel the second in a series a
young dragon about to become the dragon lord takes a dangerous journey to find an old friend

A Little Dragon beyond the Magic Realm
2013-04-30

he walks with dragons takes place when what was what is and what shall be were one in the same draig a boy on the verge of his manhood is
summoned to the majestic mountain by the great ones there he finds out he is about to transcend the ages and risk his life to prevent the
destruction of mankind born into the naïve innocence of ancient man draig lives a simple pastoral existence in a quiet small village but one
day he is flung on a magical journey into a forbidden new world there draconos a dragon befriends the boy training him in the art of warfare
from this day forward the young boy finds himself in awe at the wonders the world holds for him not only has draig become a man but he is
living like a dragon and learning their mystical powers from the time man first crawled upon this earth we found him worthy to take his
rightful place among the creatures that walk upon the earth while hiding in the shadows we have protected him we have nurtured him all
these many ages but now man grows in great numbers and makes war on everything he sees and when the time comes will draig be willing
to lay down his life for the sake of saving the dragons and when the dragons are gone where will he go he is no longer just a man



He Walks with Dragons
2013-02-07

everybody knows your typical dragon breathes fire but when crispin tries to breathe fire on his seventh birthday fire doesn t come out only
whipped cream each time crispin tries to breathe fire he ends up with band aids marshmallows teddy bears crispin wonders if he ll ever find
his inner fire but when a family emergency breaks out it takes a little dragon with not so typical abilities to save the day with wry humor and
whimsical illustrations not your typical dragon is the perfect story for any child who can t help feeling a little bit different

Not Your Typical Dragon
2020-03-28

we know you shouldn t take your dragon to the library but what about taking him out to dinner after all dragons need to eat too but with fiery
breath flapping wings and pointy spikes that might not be a good idea rhyming text and diverse characters bring the importance of dinner
manners to a new level in this colorful picture book by julie gassman

Do Not Take Your Dragon to Dinner
2015-06-24

the dragon takes flight china s aviation policy achievements and international implications analyzes china s journey toward the development
of its c 919 large passenger aircraft and how boeing and airbus can meet the challenges they may face from its success

The Dragon Takes Flight
2014-12-17

a new beginning it s the ultimate jumping on point for new readers and a bold new beginning as malcolm dragon takes over the title role
from his famous father fighting the forces of evil in the windy city new dangers new adventures new villains tantrum torment red rage
samurai dart assassin brawn insect rogue warrior roughneck victorious war cry the demonoids the ant menaces trolls demons malcolm s
tragic transformation it s all here and more a whole new savage dragon collects savage dragon 193 198



Savage Dragon: A New Beginning
2010

from the baby dragon peeking out of its egg to the wrinkles of the wise old dragon every aspect and type of dragon is here learn how to
master the ripples of flames erupting from the dragon s mouth and how to add that realistic scaly effect to its skin a must have for wannabe
artists

How to Draw Dragons
1884

as the third prince s personal maid the weak chicken xiao hua had to start cultivating to protect herself and her master with the help of a pill
her body was reformed and able to cultivate along with gaining muscle pains once she started training not only does she need to train and
discard her lazy ways but the third prince had also sent her out to spy on the strange eighth prince that does not exist in the original novel
what the eighth prince did to get himself under the third prince s radar nothing dangerous if one considers being a very enthusiastic fanboy
of the second prince the novel s male lead was dangerous not only that he had been very hardworking in doing public relations for free to get
everyone onto the second prince s ship the eighth prince pointed at xiao hua why are you not supporting the second prince xiao hua eighth
prince you should know he s the male lead why are you siding with the third prince that s going to die anyway are you stupid xiao hua f
fellow transmigrator

Folk-lore of Modern Greece
2020-11-11

my name is fliss and a storm is brewing on the horizon threatening to claim all that is mine my dragon smok has sworn to protect me yet he
cannot stop the nightmares of my past i find myself broken unwhole until i discover that smok s brothers are still alive and they desire to
claim me as their mate with three dragons at my side i must put together the mystery of my past lives someone has been hunting me since
the dawn of time and the truth of who i really am will shake the entire world yet i have stirred the anger of a goddess and she will spare me
no mercy my dragons cannot save me from the storm that is coming the wind of destiny is changing spurring me onward toward hope or
destruction the choice is mine to make the second book in the magical song of dragonfire series promises even more dragons adventure and
romance the shocking ending is one readers will never see coming



The Dragon's Flower: Calming Blue
2018-03-05

another dragon fantasy for everyone who fell in love with the dragon lore series a dragon shifter stirs and wakens in a cave beneath
inverness deep in the scottish highlands the cave s the same and his hoard intact yet something s badly amiss determined to set whatever s
gone wrong to rights lachlan moncrieffe ventures above ground and wishes he hadn t his castle s gone replaced by ungainly row houses men
aren t wearing plaids and women scarcely wear anything at all particularly the woman who accosts him with unseemly banter what manner
of wench is she to dress so provocatively in inverness for a year on a psychiatry fellowship dr maggie hibbins watches an oddly dressed man
pick his way out of a heather and gorse thicket even though it runs counter to her better judgment she teases him about his strange attire he
looks so lost and so unbelievably knock out gorgeous she takes a chance and stands him a meal lachlan s shock when he picks up a local
newspaper at a pub is so palpable maggie jumps in with both feet she knew something was off but the hard to accept truth bashes gaping
holes in her equilibrium he looks odd sounds odd acts odd because he s a refugee from another era her half baked seduction scheme takes a
hike but her carefully constructed life is still about to change forever born of powerful witches maggie runs headlong into the myth and magic
that are her birthright praise for the dragon lore series that was spectacular i loved every part of this prequel in the dragon lore series i love
the blend of ancient and modern celtic and other culture s gods goddesses and mythology goodreads review oh wow what a great new
paranormal series it s got dragons selkies gods mages and more goodreads review ann gimpel did it again roped me in with a single book
into another series goodreads review if you love anything dealing with celtic myths then this is the series for you i just found this wonderful
author by accident but it was one of the best things to fall into fans of the following books and series are known to enjoy this epic celtic
fantasy series a kingdom of exiles a shade of vampire academy of magic dragon s gift accidentally in love attack by magic dragon s gift
awakening dragon born in fire burning tower call of the dragon choose love covert fae crime of magic dragon s gift crimes against magic dark
stranger the dream darkness bound dragons of the darkblood secret society druid enforcer ghostwater goddesss choice golden age greyriver
shifters hotbloods hour of darkness house of darken iron and magic jinn s dominion junkyard druid kate daniels magic series master of magic
dragon s gift natural mage natural witch obsidian son raised in fire rogues of magic shadow keeper shadow kissed space knight 4 twisted fate
unchained undercover magic dragon s gift war god s mantle wheel of time wild hunger fans of the following authors are known to enjoy this
epic celtic fantasy series ac cobble angela j ford anne marsh bella forrest brett battles charlaine harris christie golden christine feehan
elizabeth hunter eve langlais hazel hunter heather graham i t lucas ilona andrews isa hunt j b turner j s scott j s striker jessica drake jessica
shattuck jeannine frost kate quinn kf breene kristin harmel kristina weaver lana hartley lara adrian linsey hall lisa daniels lj shen louisa
morgan mandy m roth meg ripley michelle m pillow mina carter milly taiden nalini singh nina levine nora roberts patricia briggs robert jordan
shannon mayer shayne silvers suzanne wright terry bolryder terry goodkind t s joyce victoria danann yasmine galenorn keywords related to
this epic urban fantasy series time travel time travel romance fantasy books witches epic sagas epic urban fantasy series werewolves and
shifters dystopian post apocalyptic animals nature popular series paranormal fantasy books top rated books tricks fantasy omnibus epic of
gilgamesh spells charms romance books wizards fantasy romance books essential reads epic fantasy omnibus bundle paranormal romance
series adventure books mythology and folklore celtic gods top rated fantasy collection with dragons and shapeshifters dragons fantasy
bundle heroine supernatural and occult sword and sorcery shifter romance historical paranormal romance series fantasy stories shifter series



fantasy shifter omnibus best rated omnibus omnibus collection paranormal romance books magical adventures

Change of Wind and Storms
2015-09-21

book 2 in a fresh and funny chapter book series told completely in emails about the misadventures of eddie and a naughty pet dragon dear
uncle morton ziggy won t move from the linen closet he still hasn t eaten a thing i m really quite worried about him eddie had thought that
dragonsitting would be easy this time until ziggy disappears only to be found in the linen closet refusing to budge then eddie learns that his
uncle s dragon has been keeping a big secret the dragonsitter takes off takes readers along on a high flying ride that will have them begging
for more adventures

To Love a Highland Dragon
2015-11-03

from the inimitable duo of russell hoban and quentin blake the pair behind the hilarious tales of captain najork comes a story about a little
boy a fire breathing dragon and their sky high adventure i can make fire come out of my nose and mouth the dragon under the pavement
tells john i can fly i can spin gold into straw if you have any gold john doesn t have any gold and he doesn t need any straw not yet anyway
the dragon tells john that if he fights the dragon and wins the dragon will take him flying what a challenge where will it lead john soon finds
out and he also finds out that you just never know when a bundle of straw might come in handy with sword flashing excitement a moon
landing and plenty of magic this irresistible page turner is brought back into print in a bigger format and a beautiful more colourful new
edition

The Dragonsitter Takes Off
2015-06-01

zach s mum has landed the job of a lifetime working with ancient relics at a museum in china and now zach has to join her over the holidays
zach had planned to be hanging out with his friends surfing and riding the new skate park down the road now he ll be stuck in freezing cold
deadly boring china but after zach finds a mysterious carved dragon at the airport in beijing the trip takes a strange turn it might not be such
a lame holiday after all suggested level primary intermediate



Ace Dragon Ltd
2011

written by a six year old the very hungry dragon is a cute vividly illustrated story about a group of goats and a dragon that keeps stealing all
their food a captivating tale showcasing a child s imagination the very hungry dragon is a book that your child ren will want to read over and
over synopsis a playful dragon steals food from a group of goats the goats continuously try to get away from the dragon even moving to the
bottom of a lake but the dragon always finds them finally the goats take a rocket to mars where they live happily with a group of alien goats

The Ninth Dragon
2020-06

a must read book for mothers who are serious about parenting and those who will do everything possible to ensure their children s future
success

The Very Hungry Dragon
2020-08-03

a blue dragon takes on daily chores housework yardwork and shopping with humorous results

Mothers Of Dragons
1993

my magical dragon takes readers on a fantastical journey with a friendly dragon young children can join the dragon as he takes care of a
young prince and princess in their magical land as they push pull and slide the mechanisms readers can take part in the dragon s exciting
day from flying the young children on an outing from their palace to breathing fire to make tea provided by publisher

Dragon Gets by
2019-10-08

dragons takes a comprehensive look at the mythology of a creature that has held a powerful fascination for mankind for thousands of years



and inspired countless religions authors and artists dragons have symbolised both good and evil to different cultures throughout time and in
addition to examining the myths this title also examines the famous hoaxes and real life creatures that might have inspired the legends
beautifully illustrated throughout with clear text and informative captions it includes dragon facts section glossary and index and a world map
providing geographical context

My Magical Dragon
2006

dungeons dragons it s the fantasy role playing game first conceived over fifty years ago by the now legendary company tsr which has
enthralled millions of devoted gamers around the world for generations it s a test of skill intelligence audacity and survival but no d d game
ever played could compare to the stunning behind the scenes melee for power and dominance that was the true story of tsr slaying the
dragon chronicles the rise and fall of tsr tactical studies rules how the brilliant and wild minds of the legendary gary gygax and his co creator
dave arneson gave birth to a game that would capture the imagination of outsiders and underdogs throughout the world from its humble
beginnings in the small town of lake geneva wisconsin to its emergence as a cultural phenomenon tsr soon spawned an unlikely empire of
games and geekdom with dungeons dragons leading the way that was decades ahead of its time inviting both hyper devoted fans as well as
hysteria surrounding the game s supposed corrupting influence on america s youth tsr was in the news in the money and on top of the world
but success soon took its toll with creative control and rivalries within the firm threatening the stability of tsr former allies grew apart
personally and professionally and the formerly fun freewheeling firm founded by a band of misfits collapsed into a desperate struggle for
survival despite attempts to grow in a changing market setbacks and management decisions put tsr in a downward spiral in the 1990s which
resulted in the company s death and then resurrection by the most unlikely of saviors with author access to previously unreleased
documents and insider stories and interviews with former tsr employees and associates who witnessed the high stakes machinations and
maneuvering that would eventually seal the company s fate slaying the dragon is a fascinating revealing tale of friends turned enemies
success and failure and loyalty and betrayal that no roll of the die could predict riggs has written a fascinating and dishy account of the
business hits and whistling misses of a band of dreamers writers artists and geeks a must read for fighters magic users and even bards and
everyone else too brad ricca edgar nominated author of mrs sherlock holmes and true raiders far from a fluff piece on a beloved hobby this
book goes behind the gm s screen to take a hard nosed look at the people and circumstances that first gave rise to d d then nearly killed it
twice riggs takes you on a roller coaster from boom to near bankruptcy but never loses sight of the individuals involved the good the bad and
the geeky marie brennan hugo award nominated author of the memoirs of lady trent series

Dragons
2022-07-19

no creature is more fascinating and terrifying to an adventurer than a dragon this illustrated guide takes a deeper look at the abilities



personalities and treasure collections of every major dragon type in dungeons dragons dragons treasures transports new players to the
magical world of dungeons dragons and presents a one of a kind course on the unique characteristics fabled treasures and wondrous
artifacts of the most legendary of creatures dragons the book profiles all main dragon classes and features easy to follow and entertaining
explanations of how to identify and interact with these legendary beasts during your adventures advice encouragement and storytelling tips
provide strategies for dealing with dragon encounters hoards of treasure and draconic artifacts along with action packed illustrations that will
ignite your imagination dragons treasures is the perfect way for young fans to learn how to incorporate dragons into their stories whether as
foes allies or something in between

Slaying the Dragon
1885

a new twist on dragons unlike anything you ve read before a man born to protect his homenath dragon s place in life was determined at birth
he is destined to protect dragon home and must carry the burden of his legacy he does not have the convenience of following his own desires
left to face his enemies alonewith cunning dark elves out to destroy nath his life takes a turn that threatens to ruin his family with nobody to
trust and nowhere to go the young warrior sets out to uncover answers that his rivals will kill to protect the truth may cost him his life or
change everythingthe closer he gets to the truth the more dangerous nath s quest becomes battling ruthless enemies wizards dragons and
thieves nath uncovers the one thing he thought he always knew who he actually is this clean fantasy series intended for younger readers has
proven to be a must read for readers of all ages don t miss out on over 400 000 words 5 complete books 776 pages of action packed
adventure that covers all of the bases of the fantasy worlds spectrum scroll up and grab your copy today the odyssey of nath dragon is
appropriate for readers of all ages but contains all of the page turning thrills one should expect from fantasy it is followed up by two more
books series the chronicles of dragon and the tail of the dragon each 10 books long over 100 000 nath dragon stories have been sold
worldwide if you have any questions please email craig thedarkslayer comwhat amazon reviewers say this story is awesome another home
run nath is bigger than life

The China Review, Or, Notes and Queries on the Far East
2022-11-01

nothing felt overly exciting for twenty four year old blake his career as a courier driver was hardly something to brag about and although he
raced cars on the weekend life seemed to have slowed to a crawl for his housemate and best friend james however life was peachy he was
about to ask out the girl of his dreams and was entering his final year at university social media sensation emma riley was living her best life
her following was booming her sponsors were calling and people just could not get enough of her if only her father thomas could get off her
back once in a while will was ready for the next big step the restaurant was booked the evening was planned and the diamond ring was
perfect all he hoped now was that lila his girlfriend of four years would say yes but after a mysterious fire breathing creature leaves the



australian city of the gold coast in ruins this group of strangers are forced to leave their old lives behind and band together in a fight for
survival with no way to communicate with the outside world and no help in sight a greater mystery begins to unfold around them what is the
monster that attacked the city where did it come from is our reign our way of life really over is the dragon s reign about to begin

Dragons & Treasures (Dungeons & Dragons)
2018-07-26

this story isn t a standalone novella please read at least reawakening the dragon stonefire dragons 5 first on the day jane hartley s online
video series finally launches she and kai receive word that his younger half sister delia is missing gaining permission to search for her in
wales kai and jane work together to find the teenage dragon shifter before she winds up in the hands of the dragon hunters or worse as the
danger amps up kai and jane s relationship is put to the ultimate test will kai and his dragon choose jane above all or will a ghost from kai s
past end up tearing them apart approximately 29 000 words with a happy ending novella keywords dragon shifter romance british alpha
military male strong heroine action suspense stonefire dragons humor dragons shapeshifter

The Odyssey of Nath Dragon Collection
2020-08-14

jean o hara is now a prominent psychiatrist in london but she grew up in a humble tenement flat in hong kong in the 1960s the daughter of
an anglo burmese librarian later a senior civil servant and his chinese wife her childhood was a simple one sleeping on a straw mat in a tiny
bedroom which she at first shared with both her grandmother and sister as jean grew up she developed a fascination for medicine and
moved to the uk to attend medical school eventually becoming a consultant psychiatrist this book is her account of a childhood steeped in
the culture of china and first steps in a career in medicine central to the story is the character of jean s chinese grandmother a charismatic
matriarch who gave her a rich understanding of chinese culture and an oriental outlook which has never left her ÿ

The Dragon's Reign
2017-10-12

siren everlasting classic manlove erotic alternative paranormal romance m m werewolves shape shifters hea duncan mctavish is the high
dragon of his clan that he fought and paid for with blood now he wants peace and he will start with the wolf pack at the bottom of his
mountain he will unite his clan with clyde s pack by mating with an omega but a betrayal is revealed when a handsome young omega runs to
duncan revealing everything clyde intended to go back on the peace treaty and kill the dragons while their guard was down duncan won t
align himself with clyde but he can t leave the omega behind to face punishment either especially since the much younger man is his mate



joey litman is just happy he was able to save himself and his friends before anything worse could happen to them and when he s brought to a
fancy room he assumes duncan wants to mate with him he s not wrong and he intends on letting the handsome man seduce him all he wants
a siren erotic romance

Finding the Dragon
2017-03-20

jakkin and his girlfriend akki discover a primitive cult that sacrifices dragons

Through The Dragon's Gate
2015-02-13

five royal houses will hear the call to compete in the trial for the dragon throne a liar a soldier a servant a thief and a murderer will answer it
who will win three dark crowns meets the breakfast club with dragons when the emperor dies the five royal houses of etrusia attend the call
where one of their own will be selected to compete for the throne it is always the oldest child the one who has been preparing for years to
compete in the trial but this year is different this year these five outcasts will answer the call the liar emilia must hide her dark magic or be
put to death the soldier lucian is a warrior who has sworn to never lift a sword again the servant vespir is a dragon trainer whose skills alone
will keep her in the game the thief ajax knows that nothing is free he must take what he wants the murderer hyperia was born to rule and will
stop at nothing to take her throne

The High Dragon Takes a Wolf [Of Dragons and Wolves 12] (Siren Publishing
Everlasting Classic Manlove)
2004-05-01

all good dragons know that water is not your friend it puts out fire and what is a dragon without fire it takes a brave and unusual little dragon
to find the answer everybody knows that dragons can breathe fire but unlike her brothers and sisters this little dragon is different she doesn t
like fire but she desperately wants to fly and make her dad proud in an attempt at flying she finds herself plunging into the lake being
underwater should be wet cold and horrid but it feels amazing could it be that this little dragon isn t a dragon at all from the awardwinning
gemma merino author of the iconic the crocodile who didn t like water over half a million copies sold worldwide the dragon who didn t like
fire is a deeply funny story about acceptance difference and unconditional love



A Sending of Dragons
2020-05-12

mrs alice perivale knows that things have gone terribly wrong in the magical world of corevé when the old bottle of dragon s blood she keeps
at her london home begins to glow what she doesn t know is that she will endure one of the greatest heartaches and challenges of her life
there s no time to lose in returning to the extraordinary land where she discovers that her dragon friend diovalo the prince of all dragons is in
grave peril all the fire dragons have been captured and it s up to alice her devoted butler henderson her six amazing cats and a new
entourage of remarkable friends to rescue the dragons before diovalo is taken as well her adventures take a dangerous turn when they
realize they must face the evil sorceress baliste and her dark army if they ever hope to save their family and friends baliste will stop at
nothing to get what she wants no matter the cost and our feisty 73 year old grandma armed with her stab tastic knitting needles her cane
and her cats is ready to fight the malevolent force every step of the way welcome back to corevé in this second book of the beloved
internationally best selling mrs perivale series the adventure continues and the prophecy about alice has only just begun if you re looking to
escape reality for a while with a laugh out loud heart touching adventure discover the heroine you never knew you needed today ya mrs
perivale and the blue fire crystal is the first book in the much beloved mrs perivale series which was written specifically for the viral meme
below broodingyahero said it s amazing how many prophecies involve teens you d think they d pick more emotionally stable people with
more free time like grandmas to which dinuriel replied i would read the hell out of a series of a chosen eighty five year old woman who goes
on epic journeys throughout a dangerous and magical land armed only with a cane and her stab tastic knitting needles accompanied by her
six cats and a skittish yet devoted orderly who makes sure she takes her pills on time wish granted

House of Dragons
2021-04-27

the reclusive ian barely participates in life only doing so when his powers demand that he use them or pay the consequences it seems that
there s not a single person on this planet who doesn t want something from him but the pain and suffering of others is nearly unbearable at
times leaving him no choice but to act that is until wink unwittingly walks into his life completely unaware that she s stepped straight into the
dragon s den wink is just trying to get home after a long day of work her plans for the evening do not include stumbling upon a man with
blood on his hands hovering over a dead woman in her hallway there are three things that someone in wink s position should ve done in that
instance 1 slowly back away from the hot bearded killer and run the other way 2 call the cops 3 not come back until the scene was safe
instead she stops takes a picture drawing the man s attention to her and then takes off at the speed of a fat blind and possibly intoxicated
penguin ian tries to let her go but the moment that she runs every single one of his predatory instincts surge to the surface and the hunt is
on ian always catches his prey this time is no different what is different is that for the first time in his life he is consumed with the need to
keep his catch



The Dragon Who Didn't Like Fire
2020-10-11

a princess a dragon their quest terrible things happen whenever princess celesia falls in love she blacks out and attacks her suitors which
makes an alliance with a more powerful nation impossible believing that she s cursed celesia is given two choices marry without love or be
responsible for her kingdom s demise instead she sneaks off in search of a remedy she doesn t make it far when she encounters a dragon
who bears a curse of his own he is a prince desperate to reclaim his humanity before the dragon takes over he s heard of a stone that can lift
both of their curses but neither of them can find it alone and they re not the only ones after it an evil alchemist is intent on using it to steal
the land s magic and dominate the realm only together with the help of an even greater magic can celesia and the dragon stop this evil or be
bound forever by their curses

Mrs. Perivale and the Dragon Prince
2017-04-04

dragons in modern day north america how can sixteen year old owen fight back when he can barely pass algebra it takes a village to train a
dragon slayer and owen needs all the help he can get owen is destined by birth to carry on his family s legacy as a noble dragon slayer
siobhan his classmate and new friend agrees to be owen s bard slated to tell his stories for posterity together they embark on an epic quest
to protect their rural canadian town from dragons who hunger for fossil fuels for in this wildly creative alternate version of our world dragons
feed on carbon emissions and they ll take down any human who stands in their way owen and siobhan have homework to do instruments to
practice and college to think of but their most important job is to keep the residents of trondheim ontario from getting caught in the dragons
cross fire literally fans of m t anderson and readers who love contemporary fantasy alternate history and old norse ballads will devour this
clever award winning tale of friendship and adventure los angeles times book prize finalist kirkus prize for young people s literature finalist
kirkus reviews best teen book of the year publishers weekly best book of the year william c morris debut award finalist yalsa top ten best
fiction for young adults

Oh, My Dragon
2020-03-21



The Dragon's Heart: A LaVóndian Fairytale
2019-09-10

The Story of Owen
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